In this paper we introduce a direct motivation for solving the minimum 2-sum problem, for which we present a linear-time algorithm inspired by the Algebraic Multigrid approach which is based on weighted edge contraction. Our results turned out to be better than previous results, while the short running time of the algorithm enabled experiments with very large graphs. We thus introduce a new benchmark for the minimum 2-sum problem which contains 66 graphs of various characteristics. In addition, we propose the straightforward use of a part of our algorithm as a powerful local reordering method for any other (than multilevel) framework.
Introduction
The minimum 2-sum problem (M2sP) belongs to a large family of graph layout problems such as : Bandwidth, Cutwidth, Vertex Separation, Profile of a Graph, Sum Cut, etc. The M2sP appears in several applications for solving problems in the large sparse matrix computation, such as finding the minimum linear arrangement [27, 19] or the bandwidth [26] . The M2sP is also closely related to the problem of calculating the envelope size of a symmetric matrix or more precisely, to the amount of work needed in the Cholesky factorization of such a matrix [14] . In addition, the M2sP may be motivated as a model used in VLSI design, where at the placement phase it is chosen to minimize the total squared wire length [10] . Commonly for general graphs (or matrices) these problems are NP-hard and their decision versions are NP-complete [13] . The NP-completeness of the M2sP is proved in [14] .
The M2sP becomes a simple quadratic optimization problem with a known solution, due to Hall [15] , if the restriction on the solution coordinates is relaxed, i.e., the coordinates need not be all integers, as in the case where all vertices are considered to have equal unity volume (see Section 2) . Hall has shown in [15] that the eigenvector v 2 which corresponds to the second smallest eigenvalue of the Laplacian of the graph (provided the graph is connected), is the best nontrivial solution to this unrestricted form of the M2sP (subject to some normalization of the solution). Arrangement of the graph vertices according to v 2 is a well known, quite successful heuristic, usually called the spectral approach, used for many ordering problems like the minimum linear arrangement [19] , partitioning [16, 22, 23, 29] , envelope reduction of sparse matrices [1] , etc.
George and Pothen [14] have studied the M2sP as they used it for establishing results for the envelope reduction of matrices. They tried to evaluate the quality of the approximation for the M2sP by the spectral approach in a quantitative manner. While for some finite element graphs they indeed got close results, for general graphs the gap was profound. They suggested that this gap can be reduced by applying some local reordering (postprocessing) to the obtained results of the spectral approach.
The fact that the solution for the M2sP with real variables is extensively used as a first approximation to other graph layout problems, brings up the idea that a good solution to the discrete M2sP can serve as well, if not better. The first question, of course, is how well the spectral approach solves the M2sP itself, that is, how well the solution with real variables approximates the discrete setting. This question is extensively tested in our paper. In addition, since the M2sP already penalizes long distances sufficiently strongly to practically prohibit very non-uniform distribution of distances, which is typical to many other layout problems, and since its formulation is nothing but a quadratic functional, it may be considered the simplest yet central among other layout problems. As such, M2sP can and should be used (in various ways, e.g., serve as a first approximation [26] ) to help solving other problems. This requires, of course, having an efficient algorithm at hand, which is exactly the purpose of our research.
In this paper we present a new multilevel algorithm for the minimum 2-sum problem based on the Algebraic MultiGrid scheme (AMG) [2, 5, 6, 9, 25, 30, 31] . The main objective of a multilevel based algorithm is to create a hierarchy of problems, each representing the original problem, but with fewer degrees of freedom. General multilevel techniques have been successfully applied to various areas of science (e.g. physics, chemistry, engineering, etc.) [4, 7] . AMG methods were originally developed for solving linear systems of equations resulting from the discretization of partial differential equations. Lately they have been applied to various other fields, yielding for example novel methods for image segmentation [28] and for the linear arrangement problem [27] . In the context of graphs it is the Laplacian matrix that represents the related set of equations. The main difference between our approach to other multilevel approaches (related to various graph optimization problems, e.g., [17] ) is the coarsening scheme. While the previous approaches may be viewed as strict aggregation process (in which the nodes are simply blocked together into small groups and the edges are defined by the straightforward sum of the existing edges between these groups), the AMG coarsening is actually a weighted aggregation: each node may be divided into f ractions, and different fractions belong to different aggregates. This enables more freedom in solving the coarser levels and avoids making hardened local decisions (such as the edge contractions made when strict aggregation is employed) before accumulating the relevant global information. The aggregation process we use here is similar to the one used for solving the minimum linear arrangement problem [27] . This part of the algorithm may, in principle, be general to many other graph layout problems (e.g., [11] ), as it mainly creates the hierarchy of graphs. The diverse algorithmic ingredients, however, emerge during the disaggregation.
In the disaggregation step, the final arrangement obtained on a coarser level is projected to a finer level. This initial fine level arrangement is being further improved by applying various local reordering methods. In this article we introduce an algorithm for the strict minimization, called Window Minimization, which is based on the simultaneous reordering of several vertices. Then our postprocessing is intensified by Simulated Annealing (SA) [18] which is a general method to escape local minima. In the multilevel framework SA only aims at searching for local changes that guarantee the preservation of large-scale solution features inherited from coarser levels.
The power and robustness of our multilevel algorithm was proven by intensive experimental comparison with the spectral approach. Without the postprocessing the multilevel results are much better than the spectral ones by an average of 34.4%. After applying the same postprocessing (without simulated annealing) to both the multilevel and the spectral first approximations, the gap between the two frameworks was significantly reduced, but still the multilevel results are better by an average of 4.7%. Different parts of the postprocessing were enabled step-by-step in order to show the gradual improvement of the results. However, not only the results of the multilevel algorithm are better, but while our algorithm performs in linear time, the spectral approach is sensitive to the obtained accuracy; the trade-off between the complexity and the high ac-curacy of the calculation of v 2 is discussed in Section 4. Our experiments show that the Algebraic Multilevel approach can be used as a first approximation for the M2sP to obtain high quality results in linear time, while the postprocessing can actually improve these results and can serve as a tool for improving any first approximation of the M2sP obtained by other methods. The implemented algorithm can be obtained at http://www.wisdom.weizmann.ac.il/∼safro/min2sum.
The problem definition and its generalization are described in Section 2. The multilevel algorithm along with additional optimization techniques are presented in Section 3. A comparison of our results with the spectral approach is finally summarized in Section 4.
Problem definition and generalization
Given a weighted graph G = (V, E), where V = {1, 2, ..., n}, denote by w ij the non-negative weight of the edge ij between nodes i and j (if ij / ∈ E then w ij = 0). The purpose of the minimum 2-sum problem is to find a permutation π of the graph nodes such that the cost
is minimal. In the generalized form of the problem that emerges during the multilevel solver, each vertex i is assigned a volume (or length), denoted v i . The task now is to minimize the cost
, where
, each vertex is positioned at its center of mass capturing a segment on the real axis which equals its length. Note that the difference x i − x j contains the volumes of the vertices between i and j and half the volumes of i and j. The original form of the problem and the general form with equal-volume vertices are both minimized by the same permutation.
We are not interested in the worst possible cases, which are often very artificial. Our focus is on practical high-performance algorithm that will yield (in most practical cases) a good approximation to the optimum at low computational cost. Typically, the multilevel algorithms exhibit linear complexity, i.e., the computational cost in most practical cases is proportional to |V | + |E|.
The algorithm
In the multilevel framework a hierarchy of decreasing size graphs : G 0 , G 1 , ..., G k is constructed. Starting from the given graph, G 0 = G, create by coarsening the sequence G 1 , ..., G k , then solve the coarsest level directly, and finally uncoarsen the solution back to G. This entire process is called a V -cycle.
As in the general AMG setting, the choice of the coarse variables (aggregates), the derivation of the coarse problem which approximates the fine one and the design of the coarse-to-fine disaggregation (uncoarsening) process are all determined automatically as described below.
Coarsening: Weighted Aggregation
The coarsening used here is similar to the process we have used in solving the minimum linear arrangement problem [27] . However, for the completeness of this article, we briefly repeat it.
The coarsening is interpreted as a process of weighted aggregation of the graph nodes to define the nodes of the next coarser graph. In weighted aggregation each node can be divided into f ractions, and different fractions belong to different aggregates. The construction of a coarse graph from a given one is divided into three stages: first a subset of the fine nodes is chosen to serve as the seeds of the aggregates (the nodes of the coarse graph), then the rules for interpolation are determined, thereby establishing the fraction of each non-seed node belonging to each aggregate, and finally the strength of the connections (or edges) between the coarse nodes is calculated.
Coarse Nodes. The construction of the set of seeds C and its complement, denoted by F , is guided by the principle that each F -node should be "strongly coupled" to C. Also, we will include in C nodes with exceptionally large volume, or nodes expected (if used as seeds) to aggregate around them exceptionally large volumes of F -nodes. To achieve these objectives, we start with an empty set C, hence F = V , and then sequentially transfer nodes from F to C, employing the following steps. As a measure of how large an aggregate seeded by i ∈ F might grow, define its future-volume ϑ i by
Nodes with future-volume larger than η times the average of the ϑ i 's are first transferred to C as most "representative". (In our tests η = 2). The insertion of additional fine nodes to C depends on a threshold Q (in our tests Q = 0.4) as specified by Algorithm 1. That is, a fine node i is added to C if its relative connection to C is not strong enough, i.e., smaller than Q. Also, vertices with larger values of ϑ i are given higher priority to be chosen to belong to C.
For convenience we are currently using a library O(n log(n)) sorting algorithm. However, since no exact ordering is really needed, this can be replaced by a rough bucketing sort which has O(n) complexity. We have actually implemented a simple bucketing sort and compared its results with the exact sort ones. Since no significant differences were observed, we may state that the exact sorting does not play a role in the algorithm. The only important task is to identify the vertices with exceptionally large future-volume, which can easily be achieved by O(n) procedure. The Coarse Problem. Each node in the chosen set C becomes the seed of an aggregate that will constitute one coarse level node. Define for each i ∈ F a coarse neighborhood N i = {j ∈ C, w ij ≥ α i }, where α i is determined by the demand that |N i | does not exceed the allowed coarse neighborhood size r chosen to control complexity. (For typical values of r consider the Appendix). The classical AMG interpolation matrix P (of size |V | × |C|) is defined by
P ij thus represents the likelihood of i to belong to the j-th aggregate. Let I(k) be the ordinal number in the coarse graph of the node that represents the aggregate around a seed whose ordinal number at the fine level is k. Following the weighted aggregation scheme used in [28] , the edge connecting two coarse aggregates, p = I(i) and q = I(j), is assigned with the weight w (coarse) pq = k =l P ki w kl P lj . The volume of the i-th coarse aggregate is j v j P ji . Note that during the process of coarsening the total volume of all vertices is conserved.
Solving the coarsest level, which consists of no more than 8 nodes (otherwise a still coarser level would be introduced for efficiency) is performed directly by simply trying all possible arrangements.
Disaggregation (uncoarsening)
Having solved a coarse problem, the solution to the next-finer-level problem is initialized by first placing the seeds according to the coarse order and then adjusting all other F -nodes while aiming at the minimization of the quadratic arrangement cost. This approximation is subsequently improved by several relaxation (local reordering) sweeps, first compatible, then regular with or without additional stochastic elements, as explained below and summarized in Algorithm 3.
Initialization
Given is the arrangement of the coarse level aggregates in its generalized form, where the center of mass of each aggregate j ∈ C is positioned at x I(j) along the real axis. We begin the initialization of the fine level arrangement by letting each seed j ∈ C inherit the position of its respective aggregate: y j = x I(j) . At each stage of the initialization procedure, define V ′ ⊂ V to be the subset of nodes that have already been placed, so we start with V ′ = C. Then proceed by positioning each fine node i ∈ V \ V ′ at the coordinate y i in which the cost of the arrangement, at that moment when i is being placed, is minimized. The sequence in which the nodes are placed is roughly in decreasing order of their relative connection to V ′ , that is, the nodes which have strong connections to V ′ compared with their connections to V are placed first. To be precise, the coordinate y i is located at its minimum (volumes are not taken into account)
Then V ′ ← V ′ ∪ {i} and the process continues until V ′ = V . Finally each position y i is changed to
thus retaining order while taking volume (length) into account.
Relaxation
The arrangement obtained after the initialization is a first feasible solution for M2sP which is then improved by employing several sweeps of relaxation, first compatible then Gauss-Seidel-like (GS). These two types of relaxation are very similar to the above initialization: The compatible relaxation, motivated in [3] , improves the positions of (only) the F -nodes according to the minimization criterion (3) (where V ′ = V ) while keeping the positions of the seeds (C-nodes) unchanged. The GS relaxation is similarly performed, but for all nodes (including C). Each such sweep is again followed by (4).
Window Minimization
The cost of the arrangement can be further reduced by strict minimization, a sequence of rearrangements that accepts only changes which decrease the arrangement cost. Since done in the multilevel framework, it can be restricted at each level to just local changes, i.e., reordering small sets of neighboring nodes, which are adjacent (or relatively close) to each other at the current arrangement. It is easy to see that switching positions between several adjacent nodes is indeed a local operation, since the resulting new arrangement cost can be calculated only at the vicinity of the adjustment and not elsewhere. Such a node by node minimization was applied in our algorithm for the Minimum Linear Arrangement problem (see [27] ). This method may also be used for M2sP. However, we would like to propose a more advanced method of local minimization, called Window Minimization (WM), which is suitable for both the multilevel and the spectral approach frameworks. The difference between WM and simple node by node minimization is that WM simultaneously minimizes the arrangement cost of several nodes. Given a current approximationx to the arrangement of the graph, denote by δ i a correction tox i . Let W = {i 1 = π −1 (p+1), ..., i q = π −1 (p+q)} be a window of q sequential vertices in the current arrangement, i.e., the nodes positioned at q subsequent coordinatesx i1 , ...,x iq . The local energy minimization problem associated with a given window W can be formulated as follows :
(5) To prevent the possible convergence of many coordinates to one point, and, more precisely, to express the aim of having {x i +δ i } i∈W an approximate permutation of {x i } i∈W , we have added the following constraints
where for m = 2 we have neglected the quadratic term in δ i . Note that the sums i∈Wx i m v i for m = 1, 2 are invariant under permutations. Using Lagrange multipliers, the final formulation of the window minimization problem is :
under the second and third constraints of (7) below, yielding the following system of equations:
(7) Usually in a correct multilevel framework, the changes δ i are supposed to be relatively small since the global approximation for the arrangement is inherited from the coarser levels. Their smallness is effected by the very restriction of the minimization to one window at a time. Because of the continuous formulation (7) of the problem within a window, the solution will almost always tend to move the vertices away from their initial ordering (adapted from the discrete arrangement). These changes may introduce some overlap between the vertices, but at the same time decrease the energy cost (6) . It is thus expected that the δ i 's will not vanish even at the global minimum. After solving the system (7), every vertex i ∈ W is thus positioned at y i =x i + δ i . Feasibility with respect to the volumes of the nodes is retained by applying (4). Since the size and location of W are quite arbitrary, the energy cost of the new sub-arrangement is further improved by GS relaxation sweeps applied to an enlarged W, where, say 5% of the window's size at each end (if possible) are added to W. As usual, each sweep is followed by (4) . The final obtained energy cost is then compared with the one prior to all the window changes, the minimum of the two is accepted, updatingx. We have observed actual decrease in the energy cost in about 5% of the windows.
A sweep of WM with a given window size q consists of a sequence of overlapping windows, starting from the first node in the current arrangement and stepping by ⌊
} Solve the system of equations (7) Apply k 2 sweeps of GS relaxation on the enlarged W withx + δ x ←x + δ if the cost of the arrangement was decreased Returnx
Simulated Annealing
A general method to escape false local minima and advance to lower costs is to replace the strict minimization by a process that still accepts each candidate change which lowers the cost, but also assigns a positive probability for accepting a candidate step which increases the cost of the arrangement. The probability assigned to a candidate step is equal to exp(−∆/T ), where ∆ > 0 measures the increase in the arrangement cost and T > 0 is a temperature-like control parameter which is gradually decreased toward zero. This process, known as Simulated Annealing (SA) [18] , in large problems would usually need to apply very gradual cooling (decrease of temperatures), making it extremely slow and inefficient for approaching the global optimum.
In the multilevel framework, however, the role of SA is somewhat different. At each level it is assumed that the global arrangement of aggregates has been inherited from the coarser levels, and thus only local, small-scale changes are needed. For that purpose, we have started at relatively high T , lowered it substantially at each subsequent sweep, until window minimization is employed.
In particular, 2k + 1 candidate locations are examined for each vertex, each corresponds to moving it some distance l, 0 < |l| ≤ k. The initial temperature T = T (|l|) > 0 is calculated apriori for each distance l by aiming at the acceptance of a certain percent of changes (for instance 60%). In detail, the probability of moving a vertex l positions (l = ±1, ..., ±k) is P r(l) = z · min(1, exp(−∆(l)/T (|l|)), where z is a normalization factor calculated by the demands k l=−k P r(l) = 1 and P r(0) = z · min l=±1,...,±k (1 − P r(l)/z). In each additional sweep T (|l|) is reduced by a factor, such as 0.6. Typically only three such cooling steps are used.
Repeated heating and cooling is successively employed for better search over the local landscape. This search is further enhanced by the introduction of a "memory"-like tool consisting of an additional permutation which stores the Best-So-Far (BSF) observed arrangement, which is being occasionally updated by a procedure called Lowest Common Configuration (LCC) [8] . LCC enables the systematic accumulation of sub-permutations over a sequence of different arrangements, such that each BSF sub-permutation exhibits the best (minimal) sub-order encountered so far. The cost of the obtained BSF is at most the lowest cost of all the arrangements it has observed, and usually it is lower. The use of LCC becomes more important for larger graphs, where it is expected that the optimum of a subgraph is only weakly dependent on other subgraphs. Due to the LCC procedure, it is not necessary to wait in the stochastic annealing process until all minimal sub-permutations are simultaneously obtained, which may take exponential time; instead it is sufficient to obtain each such minimal sub-order just once, since henceforth it is guaranteed to appear in the BSF. In detail, the BSF (of a certain level) is initialized by the arrangement obtained at the end of the strict minimization. Then the BSF is improved by the LCC procedure which updates parts of it taken from the new arrangements reached right after each heating-cooling cycle. All these accumulated updates are thus stored at the BSF, which thus represents the current calculated minimum. The complete description of the LCC algorithm is given in [27] .
The entire disaggregation procedure is summarized below in Algorithm 3. The Algorithm is divided into two parts: the first approximation and the postprocessing corresponding to the results supported later. 
Results and Related Works
We have implemented and tested the algorithm using standard C++, LA-PACK++ [24] and LEDA libraries [20] on Linux 2.4GHz machine. The implementation is non-parallel and has not been optimized. The results (order costs and running times) should only be considered qualitatively and can certainly be further improved by more advanced implementation.
We have found only one article [14] with an implemented algorithm and numerical results for M2sP. The algorithm is based on the spectral approach. Since this test suite is relatively small to provide enough information regarding M2sP, we have launched a new, much larger test suite which consists of 66 graphs from different areas [12, 21] , see Table 1 . These graphs are divided into two groups according to their size : the results for the smaller ones are introduced in Tables 2 and 3 , while those for the larger ones in Table 4 . For all the graphs in Tables 2 and 3 we compare our results with those of the spectral approach. The numbers in columns 4-5 (marked by "ML" and "ML+GS") and 7-11 are in percentage above the cost energy presented at the column "Quick" (e.g., the 0.8 appearing for the first graph gd96c in column "ML" means that the initial cost energy is 3455 · 1.008). The first approximation obtained by the multilevel V-cycle, i.e., the arrangement obtained right after applying the compatible relaxation at the finest level is introduced in the column "ML" of Tables 2 and  3 . We run the algorithm 100 times (using the parameters specified in the Appendix for the "Quick" V-cycle), each starts from a different permutation of the nodes. The best obtained results are presented here. The means of the 100 runs are worse than the corresponding "Quick"-values by an average of 0.51%, while the standard deviation (around the means) is 0.69% on the average. The "ML" results should be compared to the spectral approach results at column "SP" obtained by calculating the second eigenvector of the Laplacian 1 of the graph using MATLAB routine. It shows that the "ML" algorithm provides much better results, shorter by an average of +34.4% (excluding the statistics of bintree10, in which the improvement is much larger). Only in one case, the 10-dimensional hypercube, the spectral approach provided a lower cost of -2.8%. However, not only the obtained results are much worse. Even if the spectral method leads to the correct order, the calculations must be performed with very 1 The algebraic representation of a graph is given by its Laplacian A (a |V | × |V | matrix), whose terms are defined by
high accuracy. In fact, the precision of the second eigenvector coordinates must be at least O(log |V |) and usually much better. This is not a trivial task while one uses some approximation algorithm. Our results for the spectral approach were thus obtained with 16-digits precision of an exact algorithm. The experiments with lower precision or with approximation algorithms gave much poorer results. For example, for the three graphs bcspwr10, airfoil1 and bcsstk38 the spectral costs with 5-digits precision were 4.40E+07, 4.49E+07 and 1.20E+10 respectively, while increasing the precision to 7-digits gave 1.64E+07, 1.93E+07 and 4.40E+09. The complexity of an exact calculation of the second smallest eigenvector is O(|V | 3 ) while the multilevel algorithm is linear in the number of edges.
We have next tested the outcome of our postprocessing on both initial sets of results. Most significant improvement was introduced by applying the GaussSeidel-like relaxation, as can be seen in Tables 2 and 3 column "ML+GS" for the multilevel algorithm and "+GS" for the spectral approach. The gap between the two has been reduced, but the spectral approach still provides worse results on the average by 7.1%. Next we have applied the window minimization which concludes our, so called "Quick" V-cycle. Comparing columns "Quick" with the corresponding "+WM" shows that the multilevel results remain better, the spectral ones are worse by an average of 4.7%.
Finally, we introduced randomness by applying Simulated Annealing. In the multilevel framework, the SA enters at all levels of the V-cycle. We refer to this version as the "Extended" V-cycle (its complete parameters are given in the Appendix). While the "Quick" V-cycle is aimed at achieving fast performance, the "Extended" V-cycle runs longer but succeeds in finding lower cost arrangements on the average by 1%. The means of the 100 runs of the "Extended" V-cycles are worse than the corresponding "Quick"-values by an average of 0.49% and the average of the calculated standard deviations (around the means for 100 runs) of the "Extended" V-cycle is 0.66%. We may conclude that the "Extended" V-cycle is not really needed. Almost identical results are already obtained by the "Quick" V-cycle, where the improvement is neither significant nor consistent, i.e., it is just within the typical standard deviation. In column "+SA" of Tables 2 and 3 we present the results obtained after adding SA to the spectral approach followed by the above postprocessing. The improvement is again of only 1%. Our last test was to run a very long SA after the postprocessing with the spectral approach, aiming at achieving comparable amount of work to 100 "Extended" V-cycles. These results are given in column "HSA". While improvement is naturally observed, the results on the average remain worse by about 2%, while for 6 graphs out of 37 it is worse by more than 5%.
In addition, we present the spectral lower bounds [14] for the smaller graphs (see Tables 2 and 3 , column "LB") and calculate the gap (see Tables 2 and 3 , column "∆ Quick ") between our results and the spectral lower bound. In spite of the fact that it is impossible to judge which costs are closer to the real minima, we may state that no significant indications of the existence of these lower costs were observed: in 16 out of 37 graphs our results were within 25% of the lower bounds, but on the average they were 75.4% longer.
To enrich our test suite, we present in Table 4 our "Quick" V-cycle results for additional 29 relatively large graphs. No spectral approach results are provided since we were not able to run (on the computers available to us) the MATLAB routine and calculate the needed eigenvector. Each result is again the best observed out of 100 runs, for which the means for 100 runs are worse than the corresponding "Quick"-values by an average of 0.55% and the average standard deviation is 0.47%.
The running time of the algorithm is presented in Table 6 . In column "T Quick " we present the running time of one V-cycle which corresponds to the "Quick" column in Tables 2, 3 and 4. The running time of the suggested postprocessing added after the spectral ordering was measured for the graphs from Tables 2, 3 and we show it in column "T Post ". The running time of the postprocessing corresponds to the values introduced in the "+SA" column of Tables 2 and 3 . The dash notation ("-") corresponds to the graphs from Table  4 that were too large for usual MATLAB spectral calculation routines. In both cases the running time is measured in minutes. The star notation ("*") can be interpreted as "less than one second".
Conclusions
We have presented a multilevel algorithm for the minimum 2-sum problem for general graphs. The algorithm is based on the general principle that during coarsening each vertex may be associated to more than just one aggregate according to some "likelihood" measure. The uncoarsening initialization, which produces the first arrangement of the fine graph nodes, strongly relies on energy considerations (unlike usual interpolation in classical AMG). This initial order is further improved by Gauss-Seidel-like relaxation, window minimization and possibly by employing randomness, i.e., simulated annealing. The running time of the algorithm is linear, thus it can be applied to very large graphs.
We have compared our results to those obtained by the spectral approach. The calculation of the second eigenvector of the Laplacian of the graph has to be of high accuracy to provide reasonable results. Such a direct computation is of complexity O(|V | 3 ). Still, the obtained results are much worse than the initial results obtained by our multilevel V-cycle by 34.4% on the average for the smaller sized test suite. In addition, we have applied postprocessing to both initial arrangements. The Gauss-Seidel-like relaxation improves both results most significantly. The window minimization further reduces the arrangement cost for some graphs. The final results show that the multilevel framework achieves better results of 4.7% on the average. Finally, we have added stochastisity to both algorithms. Both results were improved by about 1%. We have also tried to apply a very long SA to the final results of the postprocessing of the spectral approach. Many results have been further improved, however, some graphs (6 out of 37) still present results higher by more than 5%.
Our main conclusion is that the average and the best results of our Vcycles are better than the results of the spectral approach. We recommend our multilevel algorithm as a general practical method for solving the minimum 2-sum problem and as a fast and high-quality method for obtaining first approximation for it. The implemented algorithm can be obtained at http://www.wisdom.weizmann.ac.il/∼safro/min2sum.
Appendix: Parameters
In order to control the running time of the algorithm it is important to decrease the total number of edges of the constructed coarse graphs. This is achieved by the following two parameters: the maximum allowed coarse neighborhood size r, which restricts the allowed size |N i | of the coarse neighborhood of a vertex i ∈ F by deleting the weakest w ij , j ∈ C; and the edge filtering ǫ threshold, which deletes every relatively weak edge ij (from the created coarse graph) if both w ij < ǫ · s i and w ij < ǫ · s j , where s i = k w ik .
These two parameters and five others which control the uncoarsening procedure (see Algorithm 3) are presented in Table 5 for the "Quick" and "Extended" V-cycles we have used. The last two parameters within the SA (of Algorithm 3) were constantly chosen to be k 5 = 4 and γ = 0.6.
It is however important to mention that these parameters are the ones used only for the finest levels. As the coarse graphs become much smaller they are accordingly increased. This hardly affects the entire running time of the algorithm but systematically improves the obtained results. In the last column of Table 5 we specifically describe the increase introduced for each parameter as a function of level L, which usually depends on the ratio R = max(1, |E 0 |/|E L |) measuring the relative decrease of the number of edges at level L compared with the original graph.
We tested many options for the window sizes in Algorithm 2. Usually these sizes were relatively small and very robust to changes. In our implementation we used W inSizes = {5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30}, however similar results were obtained with other sets of windows, for example, W inSizes = {5, 9, 17, 23, 29}. Table 5 : The parameters used for the "Quick" and "Extended" V-cycles. 
